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The Anaconda Standard
8 August 1909
TRICKY KID McCOY FOXIER THAN RYAN
In Another Great Story of a Famous Knockout;
Edgren Tells How Fighters Fought With Wits and Then With Gloves, McCoy Winning
Both Ways.
By Robert Edgren
The trick that kid McCoy played on foxy Tommy Ryan was one of the funniest things that ever
happened in the ring. McCoy and Ryan were two of the trickiest fighting men on record. When
they met it was a battle of wits. Ryan didn't know it the first time he ran up against McCoy. And
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in that the scheming Kid had an advantage, for he knew Ryan to a hair and laid his plans
accordingly.
Tommy Ryan was already a top-notcher when it happened, he was separated from the middleweight title only by the existence of one Bob Fitzsimmons, who was quite an obstacle. But he
had whipped most of the other good ones. As for McCoy, he was an almost unknown novice. He
had run away from home a couple of years before to take up fighting, and had put up a few fairly
good scraps around the country.
HOW TOMMY RYAN WAS BEATEN BY "KID" M'COY
McCoy was a bright man. Being bright he didn't think he knew it all. He knew that Fitzsimmons
was a master. So while Fitz was training down in Louisiana "Kid" McCoy appeared at his camp
one day and was employed as a cook's assistant and general utility man. Soon he managed to get
the gloves on and proved handy enough to help Fitzsimmons in his training.
It was a tough school for McCoy. Fitzsimmons never handled his trainers very gently, and he
found McCoy strong and very wiry and willing. McCoy was well punished every day. With his
active mind he was storing up pointers taken from Fitzsimmons work with the gloves. On the
quiet he practiced Bob's way of hitting until he could snap a hook over in true Fitzsimmons style.
But after a while the "Kid" became tired of being punched. He knew quite a little more about the
game than when he started, and he was satisfied that Fitzsimmons had shown him everything.
So off he went to tackle some new game.
After wandering around for a while, the "Kid" attached himself to Tommy Ryan's training
quarters and began sparring daily with Tommy. Being a conservative sort of fellow, McCoy
didn't show what he knew about the game himself. He kept the new Fitzsimmons wrinkles under
his belt. He just boxed in a fairly clever fashion and took a lot of pounding without a murmur.
Tommy Ryan always liked to hammer his sparring partners, and McCoy was a good mark. The
kid felt this and resented it. Another thing that he held against Ryan was the fact that while
Tommy lived at a good hotel he placed McCoy at a poor third-rate boarding house.
But the Kid dissembled his soreness and always had a pleased and willing smile when Ryan
landed on his nose with a particularly vicious smash. In the same unruffled fashion he resigned
his job when he was satisfied that he could learn nothing more about Ryan's style. He knew
everything that Ryan could use now. Off he went, saying that he thought he'd pick up a few
preliminary fights.
But that wasn't McCoy's real object. He posted to another state and gathered some old
acquaintances with money. He showed them just how much he had improved and told them he
could whip Tommy Ryan. They were incredulous, but at last consented to furnish backing for a
match. At once Kid McCoy challenged Tommy Ryan, and Ryan smiled softly to himself as he
remembered the easy time he'd had.
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And here is where McCoy's trickery developed. He knew all about Ryan and .Ryan knew all
about him, but the Kid wanted to cinch matters absolutely, sitting down with his pen he wrote the
following letter:
Dear Tommy:
I worked up this match with you so we could both pick up a little easy coin. Of course you know
how we box together, and what you can do to me if you want to. Now I'd like to ask you a couple
of favors. There's no need of making a wreck of me in this fight. I want you to promise not to cut
me all to pieces. Then you know I'm pretty hard up. Couldn't you do me the favor of making the
loser's end of the purse a little larger? On the level, I need the money.
Yours truly
Kid M’Coy
Ryan received the letter, read it with wrinkled brows and sat down and laughed. It was too easy.
He generously agreed to make the losers end 35 per cent, instead of 25, and promptly dropped
his hard training.
On the night of the fight Tommy Ryan appeared in the ring a little fat and out of shape. He
looked across the way rather dubiously when McCoy jumped through the ropes in magnificent
trim that showed plainly the result of long, hard training.
The fight began. At once McCoy cut the pace, using ring tactics that made Ryan’s eyes pop out
with surprise. It went hard with Tommy and he whispered to McCoy to remember the agreement.
McCoy only grinned and smashed him vigorously on the mouth.
Suddenly Ryan realized the trick in all of its bare details. In a fury he went after McCoy and
fought his level best. But it was no use. He couldn't make an impression on his former victim.
McCoy knew every move of Ryan, and besides that had the trickery of Fitzsimmons at his
command. Ryan snarled and fought in desperation, while McCoy, with evident enjoyment,
slowly and deliberately beat him to a pulp.
At last even his rage was beaten out of him, and sick and sore and dazed and helpless Tommy
Ryan sank to defeat. I know this story is true, for McCoy told it to me in all its details, and
a little later, when I asked Tommy Ryan for his side of the tale, he corroborated McCoy's story
word for word. Ryan was still much disgruntled, although years had passed, but as McCoy beat
him again later on fairly and squarely, and also beat Dan Creedon, Peter Maher, Gus Ruhlin and
other great heavyweights.
Ryan has little to be ashamed of. At that, I don't think the beating worried him half so much as
the idea that he had met a man more tricky than himself.
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The Port Arthur News
7 May 1927
Jack Sharkey caught the public fancy the night be whipped Jimmy Maloney. It wasn't whipping
Maloney, but the way he did it. Sharkey had been more a boxer than a slugger. In the Maloney
affair he used his boxing skill to step close in, dodge Maloney's heavy punches enough to
take the sting out of them, and then sock.
Sharkey didn't sock all the way. He left handed Maloney into a dazed condition and then slugged
him and knocked him out. Sharkey said after the bout that he planned to draw the fight out seven
or eight rounds, so that he could "cut Maloney up more."' He had a grudge to satisfy. In a
former fight Maloney had fouled him.
That's Sharkey. He holds grudges. He fights because he wants to fight. Money may be the main
incentive with him, but it isn't everything. With Gene Tunney, who happens to be heavyweight
champion at the moment, money is everything. Gene doesn't like to fight. That's one reason
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Gene may lose the championship before long. He isn't a natural fighter, like Dempsey or
Sharkey. He's synthetic, an artificial imitation of the fellows who became fighters because they
liked the excitement of fighting.
Jim Corbett as a boy used to fight in skin tight driving gloves against Joe Choynski in the sand
hills around San Francisco. Choynski’s father was a rabbi of great learning, his brother a famous
lawyer, but Joe was always a fighter at heart and cared little for anything else.
John L. Sullivan, Terry McGovern, Tommy Ryan, Tommy West, Kid McCoy. Bob Fitzsimmons
— all of these and thousands more in the old days fought, and often to a finish, more for the fun
of fighting than for the little money at stake.
Dempsey started fighting when a boy. But it isn’t that way with Tunney. He has the modern
notion that the most important thing in boxing is to deal with the promoter who can show most
money, and then put a strangle hold on that gentleman at the last moment and apply pressure
until he "plays the violin.''
Sharkey, it seems, is a refreshing novelty among modern fighters. He likes to fight, has no fear
whatever of being whipped, thinks he can beat anybody, and isn't money mad. Not yet anyway.
Tex Rickard talking to me about Sharkey a few days ago, said:
"Do you know what Sharkey said to me after he knocked out Maloney. He said he'd fight either
Dempsey or Tunney, which ever I wanted. But he wouldn't wait until September for anybody.
He said if there was any delay I'd have to get him one two other fights to fill in and be didn't
care who be fought as long as he could keep busy.
Sharkey's different from the average run of modern boxers who fight until they get enough
reputation to draw down good money, and then dance and tap and stall in fear of having
"business" spoiled by a knockout.
Sharkey has a reputation and he doesn't care who he fights. Now for Sharkey's fighting style and
his prospects in the ring. First, Sharkey is tough as iron. He fights with his chin tucked down
tight against his chest. He may get a few more scars around the eyebrows that way, but he takes
less risk of being dropped. He has a strong wiry body, no fat either below or above the eyebrows.
This latter quality is unusual for these days when successful fighters class themselves as
financiers and men of unique intelligence just because they've swatted some other fistic artist out
of a decision.
Having a perfect physique for fighting, thanks to heredity and hard work, weighing 192 pounds
stripped, able to give and take blows. Sharkey has the supreme, fighting quality of audacity.
He isn't and couldn't be a careful defensive fighter. He's no counter puncher at heart. Yet he has
the skill to protect himself well while attacking. In this he is better than Dempsey, who always
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depended upon the speed and fury of his attack for a defense, and run into first round trouble big
Bill Brennan, Luis Firpo and Gene Tunney.
Sharkey stands nearly straight. He crowds in slowly, alert to block or move with a punch to
break its force, to shoot a fist through any opening. He doesn't waste any movement at
all. He does not dance like most of the safety-first boxers, who cavort about like frightened
rabbits. His action is all fighting — not exhibition stuff. Sharkey has put pep into a heavyweight
situation that was beginning to drag.

BOB EDGREN SAYS CORBETT
IS WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPION
19 July 1930
By Robert Edgren
Technicalities, fool rules and fool customs tossed aside, Young Corbett III. is the welterweight
champion of the world. Just why the sporting public should be bound by rules made to
accommodate fakers, stallers and sure-thing title holders is a puzzle. As for the boxing
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authorities, if they don't know that a man who has proved himself the best fighter in his class is
the champion of the class they should have their heads examined.
Young Corbett III., the Fresno, California southpaw welterweight, known to be legitimately
within the welter limit, has thoroughly whipped two welterweight champions within five months.
July 4 he completely outclassed Jack Thompson, the present title holder, had a big lead in nine of
the 10 rounds fought, battered Thompson all over the ring and came through without a mark,
knocked Thompson down for nine seconds near the end of the ninth round and hammered the
bewildered "champion" in the tenth until Thompson could only bend over and hide his jaw
behind crossed arms to stall through to the finish.
Last Feb. 22 Corbett treated the champion of that day, Jackie Fields, in the same unceremonious
fashion, giving him the pasting of his life. Both Fields and Thompson "saved" their titles,
although whipped, through the subterfuge of making Corbett sign a contract compelling him to
come in overweight. Fields made him weigh a pound over the welter limit; Thompson insisted
upon two pounds. And Corbett was made to weigh in officially overweight, even if he had to
step on the scales with a hunk of lead in his hand to do it.
Whipped Thompson and Fields
When Fields won the title from decrepit old Joe Dundee al Detroit, on a foul, one of the first
announcements of his manager was that under no circumstances would Jackie be allowed to fight
Young Corbett III. with the title at stake. The alleged reason for this ultimatum was that Corbett
was a southpaw, and Jackie's manager didn't believe in letting his champion fight southpaws.
Corbett had whipped his man for six years, very consistently, losing only one decision, and that
doubtful. But Jackie's manager didn't mention that fact as a deterrent factor. If he thought of it
he kept his trap closed. Corbett was "a southpaw," and therefore ineligible.
When financial inducements could not be overlooked Jackie's manager figured Jackie could keep
at least a technical hold on the title by staling through 10 rounds with Corbett, if Corbett was
made to come in over the weight limit. Jackie stalled through, but took a beating and lost the
decision. When Jack Thompson had outboxed Fields and had become champion, Thompson was
induced, with some difficulty, to give Corbett a fight.
The inducement was a $20,000.00 guarantee. Like Fields, Thompson hid behind the weight
subterfuge to keep his champion if Corbett whipped him. Like Fields, Thompson managed to
stall through, battered and nearly knocked out, and unable to make any showing at all against the
determined Corbett.
If the boxing commissions want to do the fairest thing in the world, and please a public that is
very weary of these stalling imitation champions who try to hold titles by trickery instead of
fighting superiority, they'll announce that the winner of a fight between Young Corbett III. and
Jimmy McLarnin will be officially recognized as world's welterweight champion.
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There would be a fight, boys. It would make the best efforts of the afraid-to-defend-their-title
"champions" look like a circus act.
Resembles Old Timers
Young Corbett III. is a real fighter. He fights like the canny and courageous old timers. He
doesn't dance and prance and tap to score points. He is fast on his feet when he wants to be, but
there's no lost motion in his work. He doesn't hit as if he had a fly swatter in each hand. He
forces the fighting, makes openings, and punches hard, and he doesn't miss. That's the outstanding feature of his fighting. It's the feature that makes him so unpopular with title holders
that they can't see him at all unless he fattens up over the weight limit for the official weighing. I
dare Corbett could whip them.
Thompson certainly had reason to suspect it. Corbett whipped Thompson before Thompson
became champion, and did it in a style that promised ability to repeat.
Although a "southpaw" in that he stands with his right hand and right foot advanced, Corbett
does most of his hitting with the extended right fist. He holds the left back for the big wallop.
That's a trick Danny Morgan spent months trying to teach to little Knockout Brown, when the
Dutchman was the best southpaw socker in the world with his left hand and could have been a
champion if he'd been able to make better use of his right.
James J. Corbett is in luck. His name has been kept before the public, since his retirement from
the ring, by a succession of "Young Corbetts" who have done some very creditable fighting.
The first was George Green of the Olympic club, where Jim Corbett began, who learned his
boxing from Jim himself and so had some right to adopt the ring name "Young Corbett." George
was a very clever and hard hitting fighter. He knocked out Mysterious Billy Smith, world's
welterweight champion, in a preliminary to the Corbett-Fitzsimmons championship fight.
The next "Young Corbett" came from Denver and in his first eastern fight knocked out the great
Terry McGovern. His real name was Willie Rothwell. The present "Young Corbett" was born
Rafaelo Giordano, and on his past record is likely to become the best of the three.
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Moorhead Daily News
6 July 1931
Cleveland, O., July 6—In one of the most sensational finishes seen in a heavyweight
championship fight in many years. Max Schmeling knocked out Young Stribling in the
15th round, with less than 20 seconds to go. From the beginning of the sixth round, when
Joe Jacobs sent Max out with the warning:

"You've got to fight—it looks bad,"
it was Schmeling's fight all the way except in spots here and there. In the mere matter of
landing blows Stribling scored well enough, but his hardest and most perfectly placed
smashes on chin and body had no effect at all on the man of iron from Germany. Nothing
seemed to hurt Max. He was hit by enough to knock out a dozen ordinary men, and his
knees never shook. He was socked on the point of the chin with vicious uppercuts, and he
grinned. The grin increased as the fight went on.
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The finish in the 15th round followed such a desperate attempt by Stribling from the 10th
round on not only to stay on his feet but to win with one last furious blow that the
Georgian's gameness will never be questioned. He gave everything he had but life itself, and
it was not enough.
Missed Blows
For four rounds Stribling had been barely lasting through to a desperate finish. He was so
tired that he missed many blows, but now and then he gathered for a furious effort and sent
his gloves whizzing to the mark with a force that brought yells from the crowd.
It was evident to 40,000 spectators in the huge stadium that Stribling was intent on lasting to
the limit, using all the skill he had, and yet was trying every moment to get over the decisive
blow that was no loner in his weary muscles. Even his legs were going slow. When he
went into Schmeling he leaned up against him. He was so weary that he was ready to drop,
but still he fought on. His mouth and nose were bleeding, his eyes half closed and eyebrows
slashed by the German's gloves. But his blue eyes still stared steadily and grimly through the
red mist.
Schmeling was perfectly fresh. He might have been starting the first round, but for a half
closed left eye. He danced around on his toes. He kept advancing with quick little steps. Just
as he had advanced round after round from the beginning of the fight.
Rips Uppercut
Stribling missed several blows as that last round started. Then he ripped an uppercut to
Schmeling's chin that should have shaken him to his heels. Again a desperate right uppercut.
And it did no good at all. Didn't even push the German back or stop his little dancing
stops. Stribling ripped a left hook Into Schmeling's belly and fell up against him clinching.
There had been almost no clinching in the fight, and thus was only a second or two.
Max jabbed two little dabbing jabs at Stribling's face. Stribling wasn't even pulling his head
back now. Blood was smeared all over him. His face was a mask of blood. Stribling
,desperate, swung a terrific right uppercut. At least it looked terrific. It nearly lifted Max
from his feet.
Schmeling, with a savage grunt, hooked his left to Stribling's jaw. Stribling staggered and
reeled back his legs crossing so that he nearly fell. But he reeled back again and tried another
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uppercut. Max drove him away with a jab and followed, as he had followed round after round,
like a big cat. Stribling jabbed and threw his right with every ounce he had left, at Schmelings
jaw. It missed. As Willie half turned Max shot that short right to hit jaw, grunting again, shot it
with a sudden fury, leaping forward on his toes. The blow caught Stribling flush and hurled
him backward through the air.
He half twisted. His head banged against the lower rope in his own corner and he sprawled
there on his face. It was the first knockdown in the fight — and a terrific knockdown. No
one thought Stribling would ever get up from that crashing fall. He rolled and rocked on the
floor, crawled to his knees, came rocking to his feet.
Hesitates
There must be some mercy in Schmeling for all his grinning. For a single instant he seemed
to hesitate, unwilling to hit again. Stribling lurched forward and tried to strike. Max clipped
him Strib's rubber mouth guard flew through the air. His head wobbled and he reeled back
into the ropes, hands down. Again Strib lurched forward, blue eyes steadily fixed on
Schmeling, but hands dangling at his sides.
George Blake stepped between and held up Schmeling's hand. It might have been murder for
the iron man to strike another blow. Stribling stood still as if stunned by the ending of his
hopes. The German, laughing, picked him up with both arms around his waist and started
to carry him to his corner. But Pa Stribling was in the ring. Max turned Willie over to his
dad. The timekeeper announced the time. "Technical knockout —two minutes and forty
seconds of the 15th round."
20 Seconds to Go
Only 20 seconds to go. Willie Stribling, who had fought 292 fights and knocked out 127 men,
had been knocked out himself for the first time in his life. He stood there and you could see
this thought struggling through his dazed mind. He turned and held out his hand to the
champion.
It was not all Schmeling, even if he didn't take a backward step in the whole fight. Not all
Schmeling if he did move forward through round after round, crouching like a big cat about
to leap. Stribling, while his strength lasted, put his mark on the Iron champion. In the first
round Stribling was a master boxer. He made Schmeling miss, and he jabbed and hooked
and uppercut him. Near the end of the round he party closed Max's left eye with a wicked
right hook.
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Stribling had the first, the second and third rounds, with a big lead. In the third he staggered
Max with a ripping right on the jaw and outboxed him all the way. The fourth was even and
desperately fought. There was no holding, no wrestling, no stalling.
The fifth was hard fought and even. Stribling hit Max with everything, and it didn't do a bit
of good. The man of iron ate punishment. He took it with a smile. Sometimes the smile
looked a bit theatrical. But perhaps it was real. Still Stribling had taken a big lead and was
holding it.
Then in the sixth Schmeling really began to fight. He drove Willie back with hard right
hand smashes to the jaw. He really began the fight. He followed like a big cat. Stribling was
forced to back away continually, but he backed away fighting. In the seventh Stribling was
bleeding from nose and mouth and his eyes were rimmed in blood smeared there by
Schmeling's gloves. Still he was fighting steadily.
It was in the eighth round that the tide of the fight definitely turned. Stribling began to look
tired. His legs were as good as ever, but his arms were weak. Schmeling was much stronger.
Although the boy from Georgia fought with desperation he was forced to take more and
more punishment. Schmeling had learned how to block n:early all of Stribling's blows. He
kept his right glove high and picked them off. In the last half minute of that round Stribling
cut loose with a wild, reckless rally, rocking Schmeling with rights and smashes on the jaw.
The crowd, hoping in spite of all that one of these blows might make an American
champion, rose from its seats and shook the stands with wild yells. And Stribling took the
ninth round. But it was his last time to be in front. In the 10th he was punched badly, cut
and bruised, his mouth out of shape, his eyes glinting blue through lakes of red. He was very
tired and looked weak. There was nothing in his punch to hold Schmeling back. Now and
again he held for a moment to let go when Blake ordered a break.
He pushed Schmeling into the ropes and tried to tie his hands, fairly falling against him in
weakness. The champion laughed when Stribling's gloves landed on him. There was no hurt
in them now. Max was fresher in each round, and more eager. He tried furiously for a
knockout. The only wonder was that Stribling stayed on his feet.
Willie was missing through sheer weakness, falling forward out of position, clutching to stop
the blows that come flailing back at him. It will take a tough man to beat this German
champion. There isn't a man in sight, at this time, who can turn the trick. He may not be
great in the training quarters, but he's great in a fight.
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Best Since Rickard
It was a good fight, and as a spectacle the best since Rickard's time. The big stadium was only
half filled, and the gate receipts announced after the bout ran only to $335,000 net. But as a
spectacle it was hard to beat.
When the preliminary bouts began two big blimps, dull shadows against a sky nearly as
black, carrying lights like a ship at sea, drifted around and around the arena high above the
walls. Some grandstand up there in the air. There were two knockouts in the six preliminary
bouts. Frankie Sims knocked out Joe Vincha in a round and Retzlaff knocked out Gallagher
in the fifth.
Two former champions of all the world were introduced from the ring before the
championship bout. Jim Corbett, looking no older than he did 20 years ago, spoke a few
words through the mike. Gene Tunney, very dapper and a bit heavier at the waist line than
in his championship days, was introduced and got a great hand from the crowd. He
dodged the mike and clambered down again. Bobby Jones was called up to the edge of the
ring. He talked into the mike and the big trumpets boomed his words and gave the crowd a
laugh. "After viewing what I've seen in the ring," said Bobbie, "I've decided that up here is no
place for me."
George Blake did a fine piece of refereeing. He never put a hand on the fighters and it was
only near the end, when Stribling was doing his desperate best to last to finish, that he even
had to tell them to break.
Primo Camera, the very ponderous man from Italy, sat in a seat close to the ring and seemed
very much interested. Stribling and Schmeling each had signed articles to fight him in case of
victory, and had put up a $25,000 forfeit to bind the match. Perhaps there'll be another
championship battle in September. Manager Leon See is a bit doubtful, though. He offered
before the fight to bet 10 to 1, in any amount, that the winner would forfeit his $25,000,
rather than risk the title in another two months.
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Moorhead Daily News
12 September 1931
Jack Sharkey likes variety. He got a tough draw with Mickey Walker, who weighed about 165
pounds, and his next opponent, in October if plans go through, is to be Primo Carnera, weight 265.
Luckily Primo, with all that bulk, isn't a Mickey Walker.
You have to hand it to Sharkey for willingness to take chances. He didn't have to fight Mickey,
knowing that if Mickey made a good showing it would be an awful rap at the Sharkey reputation.
But it may be that the Sharkey man is growing a little bit jealous of Ernie Schaaf's success, and
wants to top his feat of knocking out Campolo in seven rounds by knocking out the much heftier
Carnera. That would be a boost for the Sharkey rep. It would put Sharkey right up where the Boxing
commission has so earnestly tried to shove him these past three or four years, as a title claimant
and sure fire contender for the crown.
Sharkey has everything to beat Carnera with, if he can get into such condition that he won't tired
shooting punches and lose his aggressive confidence as he did in the fights with Dempsey, Risko,
Heeney, Schmeling and even middleweight Mickey Walker. Up to the time he fades Sharkey is the
best of the heavyweights. He is big enough, strong enough, fast enough and clever enough to beat
anybody.
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His fault, it seems, is that he goes into the ring so filled with cock-sure confidence that he thinks
something has gone wrong if he can't drop his man with a few punches. Doubt grows in him. He
becomes cautious and stalls when he should be fighting. But perhaps Jack, after the Walker
disappointment, will be just mad enough to forge himself and fight. In that case be may plaster big
Carnera right out of the picture. For all the behemoth's tremendous build and the speed with which
his big legs and feet can carry him, he hasn't learned a lot about fighting, because he hasn't been sent
into any real fights. Carnera can take a lot of socking, but he may have a soft spot. And Sharkey will
find it if anyone can.
Schaaf Nearly Ready for Title
If Sharkey fails he can send his stable in against Carnera. Sharkey and his manager, Buckley, are
Schaaf's managers. They bought Schaaf for $12,000, and it was the best bargain in the world. With
Sharkey's coaching Schaaf has become the real menace of the heavyweight class. He is six feet
one inch tall, weighed 205 ½ pounds in his fight with Campolo, is perfectly built aggressive, clever,
and has plenty of endurance and a grim way of sticking to his job until it is finished. In my opinion,
Schaaf should be fighting for the big title within a year, with a first class chance to win it.
As for his fighting, he has had six years of experience, part of it in the Navy but most of it in the
professional ring outside. And this past year he has been sent in against good men. He outboxed
clever Tommy Loughran. He whipped big Max Baer, polished off Maloney after Maloney has twice
fought Carnera without much advantage 'either way, won a few more fights and in his last venture
knocked out six foot six Campolo in seven rounds, in a very neat and scientific style, slipping the
finish over with a single punch.
He could match Schmeling in skill and punching power, match him in determination, probably match
him in endurance, and would have 15 pounds advantage in weight. Besides, he has the enthusiasm of
youth, for he will be 23 on the 27th of this month. Schmeling would be meeting no blasé and warworn veteran in Schaaf.
Pretty smart of Jack Sharkey to buy in on Schaaf and teach him all the tricks. For one thing, it makes
it unnecessary for him to fight Schaaf, because a manager can't very well take on a match with his
own fighter. For another, when Jacks wants to hang up the gloves he can still share some big purses
through Schaaf, and stay in the money end of the game anyway. Schaaf ought to be good for 10
years of fighting, with his physique and good sense and careful living.
Carnera Might Turn Tables
As for Carnera, a man of his strength might beat anybody if he happens to land the right punch.
What a laugh Carnera would have on the rest of the heavyweights if he knocked Sharkey out! It
would put him where he could demand the next fight with Schmeling.
And in spite of his signing with Carnera and promising to fight him in September, I have a notion
that Max is not very sure of his ability to bring the giant down, and his managers are no more sure
than he is. Otherwise Max would have been here right now, ready to fight.
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I don't believe that Schmeling had any notion of returning to New York to fight Carnera, when he
went home to Germany by the first boat after beating Stribling. He has pulled similar stunts before.
After beating Risko he hopped out to Germany, and never did go through with his agreement to
come back for the Maloney bout signed up by his German manager.
The commission overlooked that dodging to get Schmeling back to fight Paolino for the milk fund,
because it was a charity affair. Max was signed to fight Phil Scott, He went back to German and
stayed that time too. People thought he was dodging the English heavyweight because Scott was such
a clever boxer. If so Schmeling and his managers weren't very wise, for Scott was knocked out by
Sharkey, Stribling and Larry Gaines in succession.
Eye Injury Welcome Excuse
Schmeling was given the official welcome again to fight Sharkey for the Milk Fund charity, and his
dodging of the Scott match was forgiven. After winning from Sharkey on a foul Max promised the
New York Boxing commission to return and fight Sharkey again.
He hopped to Germany and stayed there a year, just as on former occasions. When he came back he
was ordered to fight Sharkey on pain of being barred from New York rings. Instead, he took Stribling
in Cleveland, also signing to fight Carnera this month. Three days after the Stribling fight he was on
his way back to Germany, all hopped up with joy at the thought of the reception he'd get as a real,
undoubted champion.
Before sailing Tuesday he told me he would stay home a couple of weeks for a visit and rush back to
get ready for the Carnera fight. At that time he had a left eye slightly puffed from Stribling's punches,
the eyeball showing red distended veins. He said the eye injury was caused by Stribling's thumb,
jabbed into his eye early in the fight.
It looked like a temporary injury that would not last more than a week or two. After a long delay
word came back that German doctors had certified that it would be unsafe for Schmeling to box for
several months, because of an injured and infected eye.
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Moorhead Daily News
24 October 1931
When Jimmy Johnston stepped in as manager of Madison Square Garden he came to the high
point of his life's ambition. Jimmy has been after that little job for many years. Even in the days
of old Madison Square Garden Jimmy tried hard to get his hooks into the Garden management,
and he did get the Garden once, for a short time.
The old Garden, where many of the most famous fights in all the history of the ring were held,
used to be leased to promoters by the night. There John L. Sullivan fought Charley Mitchell. And
after that all the great world champions appeared in the Garden, one after another.
Barnum and Bailey, Sells Bros., Forepaughs, Ringlings, all the great circus shows were held
there, under short leases. Boxers and wresters appeared under various promoters of the night. Pat
Powers held annual leases for his six day bike races. Tom O'Rourke gave the city its first view of
night football — a daring innovation in those days of 30 years ago, and financially not very
encouraging, but professional football and night baseball grew from that old idea of Tom's.
For years one promoter after another hired the Garden for single shows. There were some great
characters among those old boys. I remember Tim Hurst, the ex-umpire of baseball, best. Tim
was an old Mick, best hearted fellow in the world, but ready to fight anybody at the waggle of a
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finger. That's how he got out of baseball. The magnates decided that the game must be more
refined and Tim refused to become civilized.
"I never let them get fresh with me," was Tim's one boast. Hurst always did the unexpected
thing. One player picking a fight with Hurst pulled back his fist. Tim reached out and grabbed
a loose fold of the player's flesh between his forefinger and the first knuckle and his thumb—the
Indian's "squaw pinch."
"Off the field," he growled, "or I'll pinch a cancer in ye!" This terrible threat so disconcerted the
player, who was a notorious scrapper, that he dropped his fists and beat it to the dugout. Tim's
end as an umpire came when he expectorated a gob of tobacco juice into the eye of a player who
questioned a decision and showed fight.
The magnates thought that a bit crude, even for days when fights at the home plate were daily
occurrences and spectators of spirit heaved pop bottles at the umpires and visiting players as a
matter of course.
Tim's first venture was leasing old Madison Square Garden for a fight featuring Packey
McFarland, the great Chicago lightweight. Packey was to get $10,000 for the fight — the
biggest purse he had ever drawn down. Worried over letting a promoter he didn't know, hold all
the money Packey insisted that I be stake holder. Hurst agreed to hand me a certified check for
Packey's end the day before the fight.
Tim had plenty of money, and a reputation for squeezing every quarter down to a thin dime
before he let go of it. He lived for years in one small furnished room and he wore dirty shirts and
collars. They said he was the tightest man in New York but the most honest. He paid his bills.
An Uneasy Stakeholder
The day before the fight I went up to get the certified check. The Garden was being arranged for
the bout, thousands of chairs coming in, Hurst rushing around directing workmen.
"Got the certified check, Tim?" I asked.
"Get it in a minute," said Tim, rushing back to a little room near the dressing quarters that he
used as an office.
There were some hard looking citizens standing around the ring, watching the work. Some I
knew were gangsters. The old Garden was a hangout for the gangs in those days. Tim came
running back, with a big wad of bills in his hand thumbing them over. He thrust the wad into my
hand.
"There it is — ten thousand — better than a check," said Tim, and turning on his heel rushed off
to the other side of the ring. "Hey," I yelled, "wait for your receipt." "Don't want a receipt," Tim
yelled back.
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For a man reputed to be the tightest in New York, I thought that was pretty good. I saw the bunch
all around me eyeing the ten one thousand dollar bills as I checked them over, and I slipped them
into an inside pocket and held my hand on the pocket all the way back to the World office and
heaved a sigh of relief when the money went into the cashier's safe. But as a matter of fact the
money was as safe in the middle of that gang as it would have been in the U. S. mint. There
was honor among the gangsters in those days. Not a man of the lot would have touched Tim
Hurst's money when Tim was promoting a fight.
Bill Wellman's promoting genius,
The man I remember best after Tim Hurst, was Bill Wellman, the "boy promoter." Here was a
real genius. Bill drifted into New York when he was 16 years old, with some knowledge of
architectural drafting and a couple of dollars in his pocket.
He didn't know a soul. He went to Coney Island, wandered to Brighton Beach trying to find an
opening. The milling crowds impressed him. That first day he figured out the Brighton Beach
Velodrome — famous motor cycle race arena afterward. He went to his room, drew plans, found
a man with money, got backing, built the Velodrome, managed it and drew great crowds, and
was on his way as a promoter. Sixteen, six feet tall, looking 21, full of enthusiasm and smart and
absolutely honest, nothing could stop him. At 19 he leased Madison Square Garden for a year.
He was the first to plan continuous use of the old arena for sports. What a racket that raised. The
other promoters who had been leasing the Garden by the night banded together and tried to run
Wellman out of business, but that square jawed youngster fought them and won out. Jimmy
Johnston was one of his bitterest rivals, but he couldn't break in. A successful year was enough
for Wellman. He didn't like fight promoting, and he went on to bigger things—auto race meets,
the first airplane meets, oil and theatrical ventures.
The Old Racket
Then came Tex Rickard. Tex had made a stake with the Jeffries-Johnson fight at Reno and
dropped it in a gigantic cattle raising venture in Paraguay. He came to New York, a stranger but
for his reputation and started with nothing. Different promoters were running shows in the
Garden in the old way when Rickard dropped his bombshell by taking the Garden on a long
lease.
Tex was in a tough spot, everybody fighting to get him out. I went into see him a couple
of days later in his office up in the tower. I found the usually calm Rickard in a wild rage, and
breathless.
"What's happened?" I asked. "I just chased — naming a big New York gambler and politician —
down stairs," said Tex. "Lucky I didn't kill him — he got away. He came in here and said: 'I'm . I
never met you, but you know who I am. I'm coming in as fifty-fifty partner with you.'
"I haven't seen you put up any money, I told him," said Tex. "He kind of jarred me. He said: 'I
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don't need to put up any money. I represent Tammany Hall. I'm in with you fifty-fifty. You'll do
the promoting and I'll handle the box office and the money and give you your fifty per cent.'
"I've been up against some tough propositions," said Tex, "but that was the coolest hold-up I ever
ran across. It nearly knocked me over. It was a minute before I could get my mouth open, then I
said: You aren't in for 50 per cent or anything else. You may think I'm not in,' said he 'but if I'm
not in we'll run you out of town. You may be a big guy in the sagebrush but here you're nothing..'
"I said," Tex went on, "I'll give you just five seconds to get out of here. I started for him. He took
one look and jumped for the door. Guess he knew I meant business. He went out the door and I
was right on his coattails. He didn't wait for the elevator— he went down the stairs. I went after
him down one flight but he was going too fast.
And by that time I'd cooled off. What do you think? Can he run me out? I tell you it's going to be
a fight if he tries it!" "You're on the level, Tex," I said, "and he can't run you out. We want
somebody like you promoting in New York and we'll all be behind you."
Tex Wins a Hard Fight
The fight against Tex Rickard started — an underhand, vicious fight. It culminated in framed-up
charges that would have ruined him forever if they had been upheld in court. But Rickard's
character was well known now, and he was freely offered financial backing and the moral
support of some of the best known men in New York. The trial resulted in clearing him
completely. And from that time on no one ever dared "frame" Tex Rickard again. The vicious
persecution made him a thousand friends where he had one before.
Rickard went on to become the greatest fight promoter the world has ever known. He got the first
million dollar gates and paid the first purse over $100,000, and the first that went over a million!
It is likely that Rickard's promoting racket will never be beaten. He planned and built the new
Madison Square Garden when the old one was torn down, and ran it successfully as a general
sports arena.
Rickard was a hard man to follow. Mr. Carey,' a great man of business, has had his troubles
trying to follow in Rickard's trail. Perhaps Jimmy Johnston will do better. Jimmy Johnston is a
professional fight promoter and not interested in other things. He was a boxer himself, and fairly
good, but smart enough to get out and become a manager. He started as an assistant to Charlie
Harvey, famous old time manager of champions who is one of the squarest and most decent
men that ever handled a fighter.
Johnston learned much from Harvey, and started out for himself. He managed a lot of good
fighters, and some that he talked into more money that their ability was worth. He had Ted Kid
Lewis, twice welter champion, and invented the alliterative style of description for Ted
Kid, whom he called "the crashing, slashing, smashing Kid." He promoted fights too, here and
there, always with pretty fair success.
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He is a clever, smart, energetic fellow, and the boys don't put anything over on him. His recent
promotions at Ebets field cut into the Garden promotions so seriously that the Garden went after
him as manager, at a big salary and a share of stock and profits. Under Jimmy Johnston there will
be profits—and there haven't been any for a long, long time. I look for a boom in boxing in New
York as soon as Jimmy gets in his stride.

Moorhead Daily News
18 July 1932
By Robert Edgren
Mickey Walker, the Rumson Bulldog, comes to grips with Jack Sharkey Wednesday night in
New York. This ought to be a fight. Walker always fights. Sharkey fights when he isn't suffering
from an inferiority complex, and isn't bothered that way against smaller men. He knocked out
light-heavyweight champions Delaney and Loughran quickly, suddenly and with no especially
noticeable effort.
Mickey is only a middleweight champion who has resigned the title, temporarily at least, to
get a chance to light Sharkey in New York. Sharkey has recovered his speech after a year of near
silence and is telling the world that he won't try to knock Mickey out in the first round but will
keep him going a while to get a little needed training in the ring.
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The Shark says boxing 10 rounds with Mickey will be cheaper than hiring a good sparring
partner. He says he'll just pop Mickey back on his heels and put over the kayo when he's ready.
This sounds like the old Shark.
Mickey a Body Puncher
Bluster aside, Sharkey must know that he has a fight on his hands with Mickey. Mickey is short,
but he isn't small. He has the powerful legs, arms and shoulders of a heavyweight. He is the Joe
Walcott of today. Being short, he'll be hard for Sharkey to hit. The Shark always had trouble
hitting dumpy fighters, like Risko and Heeney. Walker is better than either of these.
Joe Walcott, only an inch over five feet tall, knocked out Joe Choynski, a doggoned good
heavyweight. Walker has as good a punch as Joe ever had. He is a grand finisher when he gets
his man going, and he is a great body puncher. That last item is worth thinking over, Shark.
Mickey is a lot better fighter than the Sharkey man, and he has a better record. This doesn't mean
that he can whip Sharkey. There's a difference of fully 30 pounds in the weights, in Sharkey's
favor. That gives Sharkey a break that may be hard to overcome. Sharkey ought to win this fight
and if he doesn't he might as well retire and go on with the business of part managing
Ernie Schaaf, who looks like a better fighter than Sharkey ever has been.
Walker Clean Fighter
Walker is one of the cleanest fighters I ever saw in a ring. He never hits low, roughs or wrestles,
or fouls in any way. He's a natural sport and he loves fighting. I saw him against Ace Hudkins in
Chicago. Ace heeled, elbowed, hit low several times, and butted continually through 10 rounds,
and Mickey never retaliated with rough stuff even once. He fought whenever he could drag his
arms free from Hudkins' clutches, grinned as he enjoyed it and never mentioned the low punches
to the referee. It was the best exhibition of self control I remember seeing in the ring.
I saw Mickey butted by Joe Dundee until his eyes were so cut he could no longer see, and even
then he didn't protest. No. even when fight was stopped and given to Dundee on a T. K. O.
If anyone does any appealing in Wednesday night's imbroglio it will the Shark. He has the habit.
It was so certain that Sharkey would appeal to the referee the night he fought Dempsey that the
following conversation took place between Flynn and Dempsey in the training camp at Saratoga
Lake, while I listened with much enjoyment over getting an earful of inside stuff.
Planned in .Advance
Leo Flynn acting as Demp's manager: “Now Jack, that big bum never had a fight in his life
where he didn’t claim a foul and turn his head to appeal to the referee. He even did it when he
knocked our Maloney one of the softest touches he ever had. If you keep hitting him in the
belly he’ll appeal sure. He'll stop and try to tell the referee he's been fouled. The minute he
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turns his head, sock him with everything you've got. Just jab him in the belly a few times and
hold the big punch back. Keep on pecking at his belly no matter what happens. He'll turn to
look at the referee—and you know what to do."
Dempsey (chuckling): "I'll know what to do. If that bird takes his eye off me he'll never know
what hit him."
That thing came out exactly as planned. Sharkey half murdered Dempsey in the first two or three
rounds, but Jack's grim courage walking into punches and pounding at Sharkey's body finally
made Shark back up. As Sharkey retreated Dempsey followed, crouched over and pecking at
Sharkey's waist line with short rights. The referee was on Sharkey's left side. Finally Dempsey
socked in a hard hook in the pit of the stomach. Instinctively Sharkey turned his eyes
toward the referee, and bam! Over come Dempsey's left hook and the fight was finished. Just
exactly as programmed that night at Saratoga Lake. Sharkey learned something in the Dempsey
fight. He takes his chin out of range before he looks toward the referee.
Sharkey Dangerous
Sharkey is a confident, cocky fighter before every fight and at the beginning of every fight. If he
makes a good start he bears down hard. If he doesn't make a good start he isn't so wild and
wooly. If he makes a good start with Walker, and he ought to considering the difference in
weight. He’ll fight with a contemptuous sense of superiority - and when he's in that frame of
mind he's a mighty dangerous heavyweight. Sharkey uses a looping overhand punch on shorter
men. He may be able to drive Mickey into the ground with it.
Walker s chance lies in the fact that he is tough as a hickory knot in, spite of some years of
reckless living, and he can take a lot of punches without in the least losing heart or losing his
own ability to sock over a knockout. He is a great boxer and a born fighter always rushing and
tearing in to fight. It’s impossible to hold him off without knocking him out — and
they never have had any luck trying to put Mickey down for a 10 count.
Mickey is short and stocky. Tall men often have trouble in putting up their fight against these
compact fellows. Jim Jeffries told me a month ago that Tom Sharkey – much like Walker in
build – was the hardest man to fight he ever fought. “He was so short he came in under my
punches” said Jim. “and he was always tearing in fast with both hands going all the time. He was
so tough it was almost impossible to hurt him. When I broke three of his ribs at Coney Island he
didn't slow up. He didn't know he was hurt until after the fight."
Mickey Walker is of a very similar type — but more skillful and resourceful. He also has Jack
Kearns in his comer. That's a hard combination. Sharkey should win the fight. He has everything
to win it with. But will he win. I feel like George Low when George was talking over a golf
match: "T'is the surest thing in the world, but I hae me doots." Mickey has a wonderful pair of
legs.
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Moorhead Daily News 2 December 1933
By ROBERT EDGREN
This coming week may start the upturn in boxing, with two world's champions taking on the
toughest opponents they can find. The Ross - Canzoneri fight in New York, which drew a packed
arena, has already proved that the fight fans will turn out for a real show.
December 6 Barney Ross, the new lightweight champion who jumped into immediate popularity
in New York by giving Tony Canzoneri a return match in his home town, and beating Tony
again in real championship style, is billed to fight one of the most dangerous welterweights
in the business, Billy Petrolle. When Ross agreed to take on Petrolle he showed plenty of
confidence. Ross is a tall youngster, and growing, and it may be that he has some doubt of
staying
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long in the lightweight class, and wishes to try himself out and see what he can do in going after
a second title. This fight will be held in the Bronx Coliseum. Other champions have drawn
capacity crowds there, and without a doubt Ross and Petrolle will pack the place. It is
one of the best indoor arenas in the East.
Both Matches Promise Action
Only two days later, in Boston's Madison Square Garden, Vince Dundee defends the world's
middleweight championship that he recently took from Lou Brouillard, and his opponent, Andy
Callahan of Lawrence is a fast coming fighter. There is a possibility that this fight may continue
the hoodoo that has been working against champions in the welter and middleweight classes
—several of whose title holders have failed in their first defense of the honors.
Callahan, not long ago New England lightweight champion, also has a win over the rugged
Brouillard, whom he defeated a little over a year ago in Boston for the New England
welterweight title. He has beaten a lot of other good fighters, the list including Bat Battalino,
Sammy Fuller, King Tut, Lou Petrone and others of that class.
His manager, Johnny Buckley, is sure he'll have another champion, to take the place of Jack
Sharkey as a meal ticket when this fight is over. Vince Dundee is not fighting on a strange
battleground. He won the middleweight crown from Brouillard in the same ring, October 30.
This , younger brother of the old time welter champion Joe Dundee, is a willing fellow, as
shown by his taking on a socker like Callahan only five weeks after becoming champion.
He is not a great hitter, but he doesn’t run away from hitters either.
He stood close to outpoint Brouillard.
Petrolle—A Champion Destroyer
New York figures the Ross-Petrolle fight the event of the week, although there is no title at
stake. Petrolle can't make the lightweight limit, and will have a slight advantage in weight. But
the Fargo Express never needed weight to help him in a fight. He has been a destroyer of
champions and reputations in many hard battles, although it hasn't been his fortune to get any
titles himself. Billy never backs up in a fight. He'll mix with anybody—as some of the hard
hitters have discovered to their sorrow.
Tough or clever — they all look alike to the Express. He has lost fights and come back to whip
the man who beat him. He has been considered all through, and come back with a sensational
fight the next time out. He was knocked out by King Tut in a round, and knocked out Tut in 4 a
few weeks later. He lost to Ray Miller, and beat Ray Miller next time, drew with Jack Berg and
beat Berg. He beat Tony Canzoneri and lost a decision to Tony. Part of the trouble in the few
fights he lost was that his natural weight was about 140 pounds, and as a lightweight he was
down too fine.
Once, when he was supposed to be "all washed up," Pop Foster made the mistake of trying
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to use him as an easy mark for Jimmy McLarnin. That night Petrolle used Jimmy for a punching
bag and won from here to China. It was after that they dropped the "Fargo Express" nickname
and began calling Billy the "Duluth Destroyer." McLarnin took a couple of decisions over him
later, and went on to win the welterweight title, but as champion he hasn't shown any desire to
mingle with Billy again.
Petrolle is one of the most sensational fighters of his weight. He has made plenty of money
fighting, because he always draws the fans who like to see a real fight — and there are many of
them in New York.
Fight May Lead to Welter Boat
Barney Ross is just the kind of a fellow to mix with a Petrolle. Ross isn't a dancing boxer. He
fights with his feet on the ground, in an old Fitzsimmons shuffling style, and he showed in two
fights with Canzoneri that he can box fast or stand in and wallop, according to the going at the
time.
There isn’t lightweight in sight just now who can give Barney a battle, he is trying himself out
with Petrolle , an if he comes through in good style there’s no doubt he’ll be challenging Jimmy
McLarnin to risk that welter title of his.
Ross has made such a showing among the lightweights that there are many who'd ride a bet that
he could give McLarnin a weight handicap and a beating in the same ring. Every time Billy
Petrolle strps into a ring you know you're going to see a battle. To date Ross has shown an
ambition to establish the same sort of reputation.
The action of these two champs , Ross and Dundee, in hurrying into real fights without waiting to let
the crown settle firmly on their battling brows, is a pleasing contrast to the usual procedure. The
mighty Carnera, who was given old Paolino for a first sacrifice, and whose managers have apparently
decided to play safe for at least a year and content themselves with putting the big man into "soft
spots" only, is only going the way of former title holders.
Even the great Dempsey fought only six real fights in over seven years as champion. Dempsey liked
fighting well enough but Kearns and Rickard combined to show him only at long intervals, on the
theory that it was better to wait for big gates than fuss with a measly few hundred thousand dollars at
a time.

